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This report gives the views of children and young people about ‘safeguarding’ –
keeping children and young people safe from harm such as illness, abuse or injury.
Keeping children safe is one of the government’s five main outcomes for children.

The children and young people consulted came from children’s homes, a secure
unit for children, a children’s hospice, boarding schools, independent fostering
agencies, council fostering services, further education colleges and residential
special schools.  

The views in this report came from 14 consultation groups set up specifically to
discuss keeping children safe (there were 110 children and young people in these
groups), plus 11 other groups who gave their views about this subject during wider
consultation discussions about a range of subjects (these included children with
experience of adoption).

This report is published by the Commission for Social Care Inspection for use by
social services, other inspectorates, children’s homes, fostering services, schools
and colleges, and is also being sent to the government’s Minister for Children and
Families and the Minister for Community Care.

A young people’s version of this report will be available, and a summary of top
messages from children and young people in this report is being put on our
www.rights4me.org.uk website, where the top messages from children and young
people on other subjects can also be found.

Introduction
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The fear of harm
A very common worry was a fear of being
kidnapped or abducted. Young people were
clear that although the risk of abduction was
low for many children, the possibility of it
happening was a high level worry for them.
They felt you could worry a lot about something
serious, even if it was not very likely to happen.  

CCTV cameras were reassuring, but the groups
thought that children would probably get
abducted in isolated places where the cameras
aren’t.  CCTV may move the problem around,
rather than stop it.

Risks could also come from having to be out
alone or in the dark – this often happened if
you lived on a large campus like a college, or
when you had to walk somewhere or back
because of expensive or absent public
transport. ‘Dark spooky areas’ worried most of
the groups.  This was worse if you were going
out late in towns or cities.  College students
were often concerned that public transport
didn’t run at the times or to the places they
needed for their lectures or lessons.

The Main Risks

Children and young people in our groups identified many different risks to
themselves.  Some were things they worried about often, other issues raised
just possibilities that people were not generally worried about.

An important point made by some groups was that 18 year olds are at risk just
as much as younger children – it’s just that the risks are different.  No age
group felt particularly safe or risky.

Risks children and young people worried about a lot included bullying, but also
risks of illness and of accidents of various sorts, which could happen
anywhere.  

One younger group gave their complete list of worrying risks as ‘cars, roads,
terrorists, kidnappers, people giving you drugs, getting left behind, bullying,
food poisoning, drowning, other accidents and falls, and getting lost’.

Not many children mentioned neglect as a risk to themselves or young people
they knew, but some thought that neglect, when it did happen, had very serious
results – ‘most people who get neglected end up on the streets.’
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Another common worry was risk of injury from
traffic on the roads.  One young person saw
young drivers, such as himself, as contributing

to this risk – ‘I don’t want to
be a traitor to my generation
– but we can’t drive’.

Many children living on
residential sites, like large
homes, boarding or
residential special schools, or
colleges, were concerned
about the mixing of cars and
pedestrians around the site
and cars travelling too fast on

campuses.  Traffic was more a risk on
campuses and around busy cities and towns
than in rural areas.

Many children saw sports as risking injuries.
Employment was also felt to carry risks for
young people – especially casual or part time
work, such as labouring or working in shops.
They said that children and young people are
usually inexperienced with safety and
equipment, like using a ladder. Training for
work also carried risks – and some sorts of
work carried special risks, like falling from a
horse, or being bitten by animals.  Risk from
animals came from both animals you worked
with, and from pets (often other people’s) –
particularly dogs (though it was not always
the larger dogs that were most likely to be
aggressive to you).

Not many children suggested abuse as a main
worry, and indeed some said they felt fairly
safe from abuse in schools or homes they
were living in, though they were all very aware
of both the risk and of the measures (such as
police or Criminal Records Bureau checks on
staff before being allowed to work with
children) that were being taken to protect
them.  Most thought their schools and their
carers did a good job of protecting them
against abuse.

A danger to themselves?
There were some risks that could be brought
on yourself – like eating poorly, behaving
dangerously, drinking too much alcohol, taking
drugs, or just ‘being a risk to yourself’.  Some
talked of the risk of self-harming if you had
major problems and didn’t get the right help at
‘your crunch point’. Being able to take your
troubles to an adult you trusted was a good
alternative to doing something stupid to yourself.

There was agreement that children do
sometimes get themselves into trouble by
being silly, especially in groups.  But, like
people of all ages, children and young people
were attracted by risks – you’re often told
‘don’t touch – so you touch’.

Other people
Some groups thought the main risk was simply
‘other people’.  Being mugged or attacked in
the street was a concern for many.  

Some children thought boys were more at risk
of being mugged, girls of being raped.  Both
genders risked being attacked for theft of your
money or mobile phone.  

Drug dealers were a big risk to all young
people.  Many younger children worried about
how they would cope with being offered or
pressured to take drugs when they moved into
a senior school.

Some risks were made worse by staff not
being available. Some groups living in
children’s homes or residential schools spoke
of problems happening because you needed
help or supervision from the staff, but they
were all shut up in an office at the time.  Most
establishments had first aiders, but you could
often not find them when you were injured –
as one person put it ‘you can find the list on a
cupboard, but you can’t find the person’.
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Some special risks existed for people who are
in care. Some spoke of other people reacting
badly because you came from a home or
foster home.  

If you came from a particular school or college,
there could be special risks in towns from
rivalry with other schools or colleges,
particularly if yours was a private school.  If
you lived in an FE college, there were special
risks because lots of adults can mix with
young people in a college, and never be
challenged.  Where there are fewer adults with
smaller children, a strange adult coming into
the building stands out, but a ‘risky outsider’
would not stand out around an all age college.

A group of young people in a secure unit made
the point that you are kept safe while you are
locked up in security – but that you could
worry about things that might happen to you
when you were outside the unit again.  Some
thought they were generally better looked after
in well run secure units than other sorts of

home – though the combination of plenty of
food but little exercise meant it was too easy
to put on weight.  

Bullying is nipped in the bud in secure units,
and ‘outside people’ cannot get in.  Usually,
you only got illnesses if staff or new arrivals
brought them in to you, although then the
illness goes round the unit and is
hard to shake off.  Staff do lots of
risk assessments, and keep
constant close watch over you,
other young people and other
staff, all of which reduced
dangers of abuse, of accidents, of
bullying, and of any attack on you
carrying on long enough to cause
damage.  

You felt safer in a good secure
unit than when you were in an open unit,
where there was less watching out or sorting
out of trouble.  ‘While you would rather be
outside, you feel a lot safer in here.’

‘Being a risk

to yourself’.
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The Internet

The Internet was seen as a risk, but mainly
through chat rooms rather than e-mail, where
you knew and had chosen who you were
talking to.  Most were very aware, and wary,
of the dangers that could come from entering
chatrooms, and would be happy for them to
be closed.   

Many thought their schools were good at
monitoring and protecting their pupils from
Internet risks.  There was a worry that Internet
risks are greater for younger children who
might be more likely to come across
something or someone dangerous by accident,
and to be less likely to spot risks and block
unwanted contacts.
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Perceptions of risk and the
role of the media

Much of our consultation took place shortly
after the abduction and murder of two girls
in Soham, and many of our groups referred
to that. That tragedy, and its news coverage,
had made children very aware of abduction
as an issue.  The phrase ‘like Holly and
Jessica’ was used over and over again in our
discussions of dangers for children.

As well as awareness of risks of abduction,
the media also affected worries of catching
dangerous illnesses and about terrorist
threats.  Some spoke about illnesses that
were in the news, and which you then
worried about getting ‘like bird flu’.  Heavy
media coverage about bomb scares and
terrorism now worried many children about
these risks, and whether they, or anyone
else, could do much to protect themselves.



Health and safety
Kitchens and kitchen implements were a
particular risk – especially when using knives,
and hot water urns when cooking in large
establishment kitchens. 

If you lived somewhere where children and
young people have challenging behaviour, then
many accidents could be caused by ‘untrained
staff trying to restrain you’ and not doing it
properly.

Poorly designed buildings sometimes
presented risks of trapped fingers in doors, or
hitting your head on low sloping ceilings or
beams.

Some buildings were in more dangerous
locations than others – many homes, schools
and colleges are located in high crime areas,
which increased all sorts of risks to you.  Others
were near natural risks – like the sea or a river,
with its risks of drowning, dangerous currents,
and dangers if you did not have sufficient
knowledge of how to deal with these things.

Fire was something many saw as a major risk
of accident or injury.  However, some were
doubtful that they really knew how to escape 
from a real fire, despite all the drills everyone 

does.  As one group explained, you were not
really instructed in how to save yourself or
other people in a burning building, but just did
constant practices of going out and coming
back in again while a bell rings.  That didn’t
really tell you what to do if
the worst came to the worst –
or even where you headed
after reaching the assembly
point, or if you couldn’t find it.

A particular hazard in many
larger establishments was
when part of the premises
became a building site while
children and young people
were still using the place.
Building equipment and materials – including
things like hot tar – were a definite risk (and a
risky temptation to some).  

One group told how dangerous building
materials had blown around their school in a
gale, and another how builders had carelessly
left a bulldozer unattended on a college
campus with its keys in it (and how one of the
students had driven it).

Things that cause Accidents

Our groups described the sorts of accidents they were concerned about, and
gave many examples of both possibilities and things that had happened. IIff
yyoouu  wweerree  ddiissaabblleedd, there were special risks of accident, especially in garden
and outside areas.

‘untrained staff
trying to
restrain you’
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The list of things that children thought most
likely to cause accidents in schools and
colleges in their experience, apart from sports
and traffic, included:  
• poisonous chemicals in laboratories
• animals
• falls (especially on stairs or outside)

• falling off a bike
• windows and broken glass
• fights between children
• special equipment used in
some coursework
• children smoking in illicit

areas with their own risks
(‘you never know who else
might be there’)

• stony ground for young
children to play on
• fires and not knowing the

proper fire precautions 
• paths used by vehicles (including buses and

coaches) and children at the same time
(sometimes together with, as one group
noted, ‘caretakers with little tractors’)

• bad drainage
• poorly controlled hot water temperatures

Sport and exercise
Most sports were seen as presenting likely
injuries – some thought gymnastics
particularly risky, from hard gymnasium floors
and from falls.  Others saw boxing or skiing as
especially risky.  One group thought football
was a lower risk than many other team games.

Being hit by a ball worried many, especially
where the ball could easily cause injury, such
as a hard cricket ball.  There was a view that it
should be a child’s choice whether or not to
play a high risk sport, once you knew the
risks.

There was concern that you are often expected
to carry on playing sport even if you have a
minor injury. Some of those consulted thought
this was definitely risky as the supervising
staff usually did not have the knowledge to do a
risk assessment of whether or not carrying on
playing would turn the minor injury into
something more serious.  However, they often
made exactly that decision.  Many do not like,
or are no good at, sports, but most are
expected to play them regardless.  One group
said that ‘you’re more likely to be injured if you
don’t want to be there.’

Healthcare issues
A concern on accidents and injuries was that
many young people resisted going to hospital
for a relatively minor injury because of the long
waiting times and so you played your injury
down.  Staff often encouraged you to carry on
regardless.  You often had to make up the work
you missed by going to hospital anyway, so
unless you were really seriously injured, you
preferred to carry on at school or college.  This
may mean that sometimes you missed a
diagnosis of a more serious problem from your
injury.
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Health
Lack of knowledge of your own medical
history was a concern for some.  Some pupils
assumed that their parents and schools had
exchanged information and approvals, but did
not themselves know things like whether they
were allergic to flu inoculation.  It is important
to know for yourself what you are allergic to,
even though it may say on the school records.
You felt uncomfortable relying on the records
being checked properly every time to protect
you from being given a possibly poisonous jab.
Pets were seen as a risk to your health – but
mainly because you might have an allergy to
the animal concerned.  

A related worry was what you were supposed
to do to protect yourself if you were allergic to
an inoculation.  People were being given the
inoculation to stop them getting something
serious.  You weren’t given it because of an
allergy.  Did that mean you just had to face the
dangerous risk the others were protected
against, or was there some alternative way you
could try to protect yourself or reduce that risk?
No-one ever seemed to advise you on that. Most
of our groups commented on the fact that drug
abuse was a major risk for many young people
– with the advice from one ‘don’t take drugs
your doctor hasn’t prescribed for you’.

Things that Cause Illness
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Communal living
Many thought that the more people you came
into contact with in the community, the more
likely you were to catch something.  If you
lived in a residential home, school or college,
you might not meet so many different people
outside, but once someone did catch
something, or brought something in, it tended
to go round everyone, so it is hard to catch
things from outside but they spread inside.
Some schools and colleges had pupils and
students who came back from across the world
at the end of holidays, and often brought
infections from abroad.  

There was sometimes a difficulty knowing
what is and what is not infectious when
living close to other people – ‘are warts
infectious?’

Exercise and diet
Some felt that even in a residential school or
college, you ended up not doing enough
exercise to deal with the threat of obesity.  

You also found that you could
not do as much exercise in
the dark evenings, so you
could end up doing very little.
A problem in some schools
and colleges was that
increased community use of
sports facilities took them
away from residential pupils
and students.

Almost all our groups thought that poor diet
was a risk to young people’s health, and had
good ideas about improvements they and
others could make.

Many thought school diets were themselves
unhealthy – many schools serving lots of
chips, which were bad for you.  Interesting and
unusual vegetarian choices – which means
proper vegetarian dishes, not just other meals
with the meat taken off – would be attractive
to many, including non-vegetarians.  Have
‘choice not cucumber’, provide a ‘healthy
option, not a healthy accessory like a celery
stick’, know that ‘good food isn’t just cabbage’,
and provide more hot meals and fewer
sandwiches.  

Some stressed the importance of each meal
being separately chosen and prepared –
avoiding the risk of finding that ‘supper is
reheated breakfast with beans’.  Those who
spoke about food committees all felt that they
were a good idea, but that they rarely changed
the food.

Many recognised that you could improve your
own diet – as one group advised – ‘less
chocolate, more fruit, vegetables and pasta,
less fizzy drinks, more water, more exercise
and more walking.’

Some groups were concerned at poor food
hygiene in homes, schools and colleges.  There
were comments about foreign matter in food
(like ‘hairs in your pudding’ – hairs were the
most often quoted, by children and young
people from many different places).  Some we
consulted were definitely worried about food
safety – especially when the cook was known
to be not very good, or was new.   One group
said that following food safety regulations
alone is not enough to rescue food from a
basically unhygienic caterer – ‘they take the
regulations and prod the chickens with
thermometers – but we still don’ t trust the
chickens.’
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The pressures of school work

Staying healthy when dealing with the
pressures of school work was an issue
raised by a number of groups of children. 

The school or college day has times in it for
recreation, relaxation and exercise – but many
in our groups said that when the studying
pressure is on, you spend a lot of this time
just catching up on work instead of having a
break or doing any exercise.  There was often
a competition between catching up on your
work, and taking part in other activities you
were supposed to take part in, like music or
sport.  Some working late to catch up against
tight deadlines would keep others from
sleeping.  There was a tendency in most
schools and colleges for all your coursework
to peak at the same time – with every
member of staff demanding that their subject
be given top priority.  Some cooperation and
phasing would reduce pressure and would
probably increase results.

Children in boarding or residential special
schools pointed out that everyone tends,
certainly up to a particular age, to be given the
same amount of time to do their work in,
including prep or homework - even though
everyone works at very different rates.  This
meant that some ended up never finishing their
work, or, if you wanted to get it
done, having to spend time when
others were relaxing, doing sports,
or taking part in other activities.

In schools and colleges, there were
times when studying, examination
or coursework pressures were on,
and people with colds tend to
carry on working with everyone
else – coughing and sneezing so
everyone else risks getting ill just when they
too are under pressure.  There was sometimes a
pressure to ‘come in even if you feel like hell’s
blown over’.  

One group commented that in their experience
having a temperature meant you were counted
as ill – without the all important temperature,
you were expected to keep up the same level of
activity as always.

‘Good food isn’t
just cabbage’.
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Environmental factors
College students were worried that getting wet
and staying wet outdoors were likely to make
you ill.  In bad weather, you often got wet when
waiting for late or cancelled public transport as
you travelled from one place to another as a
student, and you often had to walk in the rain
because you didn’t have your own transport
and public transport didn’t go where and when
you needed.  

College teaching buildings were said to be
excellent for teaching and coursework, but less
good to shelter in if the weather was bad.  You
got moved on, even into the rain outside.  One 

group said students sheltering from the rain in 
the entrance hall of their college had been told
to ‘move on, you’re a fire risk in here’ – said 
jokingly of course, but still resulting in them
getting wet outside.  College canteens and
common rooms needed to be bigger to take
larger numbers of students in bad weather.

Traffic fumes were also seen as a real risk for
those living in inner cities or towns.  

There were some other reasons mentioned for
standing out in the rain or cold – going outside
to smoke was one.  Smoking was however also
seen as a major risk to your health.
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Defining bullying
Much bullying is verbal rather than physical.
Friendly banter can be very hurtful, even if not
meant that way.  Some teachers, with jovial
intentions, do not realise that their adult
teasing and banter is hurtful to some people.
This is often hard to deal with because it is not
meant to hurt, and it comes from an adult you
cannot easily ask to stop doing it.  

Different people have different definitions and
tolerances of what is bullying.  One group
summarised this in the question ‘if they just
point at you and laugh repeatedly, are you
being bullied or not?’  Their answer was that
whether you are being bullied depends as
much on how it makes you feel, as what
actually happens.  

Many things could make you likely to be
bullied – wearing glasses, racism, being obese,
being in care, coming from a private school,
being adopted, or being fostered.  Bullying
levels were very different in different schools,
but while bullying was an ever present risk in
schools, bullying is generally less in colleges.  

Those with experience of adoption said that you
can be bullied because you are adopted.  This
bullying can come from others in the family,
such as the natural children of your adopters,
other children who had been adopted before
you arrived, or foster children in the family.

Foster children in our groups were very clear
that you can be bullied because you are a
foster child – ‘you get the mick taken out of
you at school when they find
out that you are in foster
care.’ Some of the foster
children in our groups told us
that this was so serious that
they had avoided this bullying
by keeping it a secret at
school that they were foster
children.  The rules for both
adoption and fostering
needed to say what should be
done to stop adopted and
fostered children being bullied just because
they were adopted or fostered.  Keeping such a
secret was a major burden on you.

Protection from bullying
There were some times where bullying was
more likely than others.  Common ones are: 
• break times at school
• isolated places in or around the buildings of

your home, school or college or near to where
you live

• while playing sports
• after school hours in a boarding school or

college

Bullying

‘if they just point
at you and laugh
repeatedly, are
you being bullied
or not?’ 

All our groups saw bullying as a major risk for children and young people – and
talking about keeping children safe includes keeping them safe from bullying.
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• classroom when the teacher is not there.  

Isolated places could be where teachers did
not often check – ‘because teachers only walk
round in the usual places.’  Staff needed to
check isolated places more.

An important point made by some was that the
best protection against bullying was if you
could create an atmosphere where children
respect smaller and weaker children more.  An
example was given of where young people
acted to protect a weaker person who was
being bullied by their own friends, tackling the
bullies with the message that they were ‘not
asking you to be his mate, but don’t make his
life hell either’.  It was about everyone
believing they should be helping everyone
else.  You couldn’t just make that happen, but it
was the attitude in some homes, schools and
colleges, and when it happened it worked.  

Protections that worked were good
independent listener systems, and in
schools, mixing age groups where this worked
well and led to older and younger children
knowing each other better as individuals.

Taking action
There were two main ideas about how to deal
with bullying.  

• One was making sure staff did something
when they found out about it (but deciding
exactly what to do by talking to the bullied
child, because some things staff might do
may make things worse for you).
Sometimes good anti-bullying policies didn’t
work because of ‘blind eyes and little actual
response.’ 

• The other was dealing with the bully him or
her self.  Ideas on how to do this ranged from
‘bully the bully’, through isolating the bully,
to the tutor or key worker of the bully taking
up the issue of ‘what’s inside you’ to make
you bully.  

It was important to try to sort the bullying
problem out with the bully as well, and not
only concentrate on the victims alone.  Some
young people had found that ‘if you laugh at a
bully it helps.’
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Where abuse occurs
More children and young people felt
vulnerable in the streets (especially in town)
and those who travelled to and from other
countries at the start and end of school
holidays felt very vulnerable in places like
airports.  You worried about having to hang
around airport lounges, being delayed with
no-one to contact, and about not being
collected by the person who was supposed to
be there to meet you.

Many of our groups thought that you feel at
greater risk when you are being looked after
by people you don’t know – even if that is not
really the case.  It matters though, because
one of the things that happens to you if you
live in a home or are fostered, or when you
first go to a new residential school or college,
is that you are at first looked after by, and
under the full control of, strangers.  It becomes
OK when you get to know them, but adults
looking after children need to realise the initial
worry of being looked after by strangers.  A big
worry for children living away from home is

‘being dumped with people you don’t know’.
The recommendation was that ‘it’s a good idea
to get to know someone before you come to
live with them.’

The kinds of abuse
Many said it is important to recognise that
children are at risk of sexual abuse.  While the
risk of sexual abuse was of
course there, there were
many other forms of abuse
that were often more of a
concern to children and
young people themselves.
One was of getting
physically abused if other
young people ‘had an issue’
and you got involved in it.
There was also emotional
abuse if you were frequently
picked on, and much abuse is verbal.  Abuse
wasn’t always something physical happening
– suggestions about you can be harmful, and
being ignored hurts too.

The Risk of Being Abused

‘Being dumped
with people you
dont know’ 

We specifically asked the young people we consulted what they thought about
risks of abuse.  Many said this was a risk facing all children, but they felt fairly
safe in the way they were looked after – including those who said they felt
particularly safe in the closely supervised setting of a secure unit.  Many
commented too on the precautions they knew schools in particular took
nowadays to protect them from ‘dodgy people’.  
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One of the points about emotional abuse was
that it mattered whether you felt you were
being picked on – sometimes you felt you
were, even when probably you weren’t, and
that needed to be sorted out.  One worry was
that if you did get abused in one way or
another, people might start seeing you as a
‘stereotypically abused child’ instead of still
seeing you as an individual despite the
experience you had had.

Abuse doesn’t just happen to
little girls
Some groups, particularly of older young
people, spoke of another effect of the publicity
around the Soham murders.  This was that the
most likely victims of abuse were now firmly
fixed in the public mind as little girls.  This had
made some older teenagers feel it had
become harder to raise worries about being
abused, because they did not fit this image.

Some said that if you were
over 16, and especially if you
were a boy, you now felt less
protected and less listened to
than before.  You were seen
as an unlikely target for
abuse.  

Which gender you are, and
your age, make a difference
to whether you feel able to
raise worries about abuse,
and to whether you are likely

to be listened to or taken seriously.  As one
older boy put it, with agreement from girls in
the same group ‘if a bloke and a woman both
say they’re being followed, they’ll believe the
woman.’

Some groups discussed the sort of people who
might be abusers – and the need for children
generally to ‘avoid dodgy people around’.  

Abuse by younger people
Some groups commented that there are good
protections in place nowadays to protect
children and young people from the risk of
abuse by adults, but far fewer protections
against risk of abuse by other children or
young people, and this needs sorting out.  

Staff checks
People in all the age groups we consulted said
they were worried about perverts becoming
teachers.  Most were however reassured that
homes, schools and colleges did police (or CRB)
checks before taking anyone on.

Some were less trusting of how well their
homes, services, schools or colleges actually
checked and interviewed the staff who came to
work with them.  Many were very aware, from
massive media coverage, of the failures that
had taken place before the Soham murders, and
how easy it seemed to be to get work with
children despite the precautions everyone
was supposed to take.  One comment, typical
of others, was ‘the Soham murderer would have
got a job in our place too.’ 

Some had a concern that police checking
systems were fairly new, and that there were
still senior staff in some homes, schools and
colleges who would have been there since
before the checking system came in.  Some
young people were aware that paedophiles
could become active over time, and the
problems of senior staff who had never been
police checked needed watching.  Some of the
FE college students had themselves been CRB
checked to work with children as part of their
courses, and thought this was a good system. 

At FE college level, there were some worries about
lecturers wanting to have affairs with students,
even though the students were over 16.

18
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Most groups decided there needed to be strict
penalties for abusing a child in any way, but
with some balance between punishment,
prevention, and treatment help.  One group
thought abusers needed to be sent to courses,
sent to places to sort their heads out, and
given medication.  One group called for
research on ‘why are paedophiles
paedophiles?’

The young people we met were not very sure
anyone would be prosecuted if they told
someone of abuse: ‘in the end, its your word
against the abuser’.  In one group, this came
down to an example – asking who would
believe a child with a record against the word
of an uncle who is an upright member of the
community?

Some had a message for the police and other
professionals doing investigations, asking
them to listen much more to the
circumstances as the child sees it, rather than
concentrating on wider enquiries that their
guidelines make them do.  Many professionals

are now ‘cutting it too fine to their guidelines
instead of listening to the experience of the
abused child.’ There was also a need for less
red tape letting muggers (including young
people who mugged others) get away with it.

There was some discussion about suspending
staff who were under investigation after an
accusation.  Some of those we consulted had
themselves been worried that suspended staff
were experienced people who could still ‘pull
strings’ in a home or school while they were
suspended and supposed to be kept away.
Then you were afraid they might come back
any time.  Some thought that staff suspected
of harming a child should be sacked as soon
as that suspicion was there, rather than being
suspended then coming back.  This might not
be seen as fair – but one group said that it was
not fair either that adults usually got a second
chance if there was a possibility they had
abused a child, while no abused child got a
second chance not to be an abused child.

Punishing Child Abusers

Many of the children and young people in the consultation groups wanted
known sex offenders very strongly punished – ‘people caught should be
prosecuted hard’, ‘lock them up’.  But many also thought that ‘dodgy people’
needed to be identified for help too.  There were debates on whether people who
harmed children should ‘be shot’ or ‘get counselling’.  
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The need to accept some risks
You have to recognise that ‘you can’t make
everything safe’, many things bring risks, and
if you try to make everything safe, you take
the fun out of it.   You need a balance.   Some of

this balance will happen on
its own, though – taking too
many risks soon spoils the
fun anyway, because
something goes wrong, and
too much risk isn’t fun either.
One group said ‘there’s a limit
to everything – including
risks and fun’ – and then
pointed out that we had been
discussing some of the

things the government thought are important
for children, and two of those were staying
safe, and having fun, so the government
needed to think about getting these to
balance.

Part of this was accepting, and not worrying,
about risks that are just part of life.  You can’t
change the fact that there are risks for
children all around them – like traffic
accidents, journeys to school and being beaten
up.  That’s just life. 

The issue of being allowed to stay overnight
with friends and their families was raised as
something very important for children living in
children’s homes and foster care.  For
everyone, staying overnight with friends was
another example of getting the right balance –
it was a normal thing for all young people to
do, but it brought some of its own risks.

Another balance is between having lots of
rules to follow, and being free to take risks.  A
summary of the views of many was that ‘too
many rules lead to breaking them’, and it is
better to stick to a few important ones, plus
being aware of risks around you.  Everyone
has to think about which rules are sensible,
and which ones not to be tempted to break.
For example, if you are a cyclist ‘not wearing a
helmet is not acting cool, but acting stupid’,
and wearing your safety belt on the minibus is
another important rule to keep.  Having rules
by itself attracts people to try breaking them –
‘its cool to bend the rules’, and ‘breaking rules
gives an adrenalin rush’.  This applies to adults
as well as children.

Assessing what and where is risky and what
and where is safe is difficult.  We had some
lively discussions on whether being in places
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Balancing Protection, Risks
and More Risks

Many young people see a difficult balance to be struck between protecting
children and young people from risks, and being able to live life normally and
with the sorts of risks that are an essential bit of life.  In some cases, things
done to protect people can themselves bring along new risks.

‘too many rules
lead to breaking
them’



where you are amongst a crowd of stranger
adults is safer than being on your own
somewhere more isolated.  Are you less safe
because it is easy for someone to attack and
take you, or are you safer because other
people would protect you if that happened?
And how sure are you that other strangers
would in fact come to your rescue if it came to
it?  (One group decided ‘I wouldn’t jump in
readily myself ’).

You might feel less safe where there is open
access to lots of adults (like in many schools
or colleges), but even where there is well
controlled access to you and others, ‘access
can just be through a gap in the hedge’.  You
needed always to be aware and take care.

(The conclusion from one of these discussions
was that having a crowd of strangers around is
probably safer when lots of people being
around is the norm – like a city by day – but
less safe when it is the norm to be alone – like
a city at night or out in the country).

Safety precautions can bring
their own risks
Some things that are supposed to help
protect you can cause risks themselves.  An
example was having your mobile phone with
you when you are in town, for your own safety,
which in turn makes you more likely to be
attacked by someone wanting to steal your
mobile phone.  

Staff have a difficult decision on what to do
when they decide to intervene in a dispute
between young people – that might sort it out,
or it could increase the provocations.  

A big problem for staff was getting what they
did about bullying right.  For children, telling
staff might be the way to solve a bullying
problem – but if the staff got what they did
wrong, it would make it worse for you. 

In the community in general, some thought
that stronger police action would help sort
many problems, but more arrests and
questioning could themselves bring other and
possibly worse consequences in some cases.
Everyone has to get the right balance in what
they do when trying to protect other people.

A basic example of a danger from a safety
precaution was given by someone who had
injured themselves on a sharp edge on the
bracket of a fire extinguisher.  Window
restrictors too could be both safe and
dangerous (especially the sort fitted with
clutch headed screws).  They stopped you
falling or climbing dangerously out of windows,
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but they would also make it hard to rescue you
in a fire.  Being told you’d have to just stay in
your room and wait for rescue because you
had window restrictors worried you.  Another
example was chlorine in a swimming pool –
although it is needed for hygiene, it can hurt
your eyes and perhaps be a chemical with a
health risk.  Lots of safety measures have to
balance sorting out one problem and possibly
causing another.  

Age groups
In boarding schools, most pupils that we spoke
to thought that mixed age group houses were
generally better than single age houses. They
encouraged age groups to get to know each
other as individuals rather than age groups,
and led to older ones in a house naturally
protecting younger ones from their own house
outside in the wider school.  The balance came
in because all this depends on the mixed age
groups working well together, and if this didn’t
happen, the mix could just lead to age groups

irritating each other and older ones bullying
younger ones.  You could make the mix more
likely to work though by giving each age group
its own space in the house, and separating
sleeping and washing areas well, as well as
bedtimes.

It was a problem when staff thought that what
they had done was working, when in fact it
wasn’t.  A major example in colleges was that
many staff now thought that if you
accommodated students aged under 18
separately from those over 18, that would
sort out problems between older and younger
students and protect the younger ones.  In
some colleges though, this could simply create
problematic splits and resentments within a
community, not reduce bullying or risks at all.

Another balance is needed when a member of
staff is accused of harming someone.  There
may be charges after the investigation, but as
one of our groups said, some children may be
overaccusatory or have got something wrong,
and any investigation could end a career so
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staff have to leave.  The children we spoke to
wanted very strong and immediate action
when there was any suspicion of an adult
harming or abusing a child, but didn’t want this
to be got wrong so that the career of an
innocent person was ruined.  Again, groups
that said this knew that it may sound almost
impossible – but that it is what adult
professionals always want too.

Systems that may or may
not work
Sometimes, the right idea to help children
does not work out well in practice.  Having
someone to take worries to was very
important, but some children told us that
although they are given staff to go to if they
have worries, they don’t feel comfortable or
trusting of those same staff.  Some younger
children told us of tutor meetings which were
supposed to let you raise your personal
worries or concerns, but in which the tutor
tries to be sociable rather than listen to worries
– ‘we don’t really talk about our problems –
we play games’.  They would have preferred
the chance to sit down for a serious talk about
things.

Having systems to report bullying problems
were sometimes spoilt by not being
confidential.  One example was use of
confidential bullying report slips that you
could put in a locked box for staff – but you
could only get a slip from the secretary in the
office, other children saw you and knew that
you were telling staff about something (and
they would know what), so the establishment
didn’t get many slips (and now thought not
much bullying went on).

Another thing most people in schools thought
a good idea was to have a school counsellor

However, this idea could be spoilt if you were
unable to see the counsellor without having to
book through someone else – like your tutor, a
houseparent or housemaster, or even in some
cases the Deputy Head.  You needed a right to
make an appointment directly with the
counsellor without someone else knowing
first (which often felt like needing permission
to ask for help).  It was worrying that many we
met from schools did not know whether or not
their school had a counsellor – there clearly
needs to be more information and access to
counsellors.

Where our groups mentioned inspections,
they thought there should be more of
them, more often without staff knowing
inspectors were coming, and that
inspectors should spend more time
listening to children.  One group in care
said ‘Listen to us, not staff – people think
children in care are likely to lie, but that
adults will always tell the truth’  One group
however thought that ‘there’s not a lot you
[inspectors] can do really’.

CCTV could be a useful protection – but could
also be ‘a bit scary’ over privacy – for example,
near embarrassing places like the way to the
toilet.  Many said they had little faith in the
CCTV cameras where they lived, because they
were often out of action.  There were often
broken wires hanging from them, and even
when they did work, the pictures were not
good enough.  Some had experienced an
incident being recorded but then being told
that the images were too fuzzy to identify the
faces of the people on the film.  This meant
that they were sometimes pretty useless, and
you could end up being watched without
benefit.
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Human support networks
It is often easier to talk to another young
person than to an older adult when you have
a problem, but again a balance comes in
because it is ‘easier to talk to a pupil than an
older person – but the risk that prefects can
be bullies too’.  In a college, you often had
student wardens, and these were often
helpful with problems because they were
much the same age as you. Again this same
advantage was a risk – they still want a laugh
with the other students as well as being

wardens, and so many of
them lose the power needed
to sort difficult problems out.

If you lived in a home, school
or college, you needed to be
able to get help in the
establishment, but getting 
inside help risked someone 

breaking your confidences. So you needed a
choice between asking someone inside for
help, or of referring yourself to someone
outside the establishment.

It was clear that staff have to balance trust
and discipline in running any home, school or
college.  On one visit, pupils in a school said ‘a
school like this is pretty well based on trust’ –
but young people can become undisciplined,
which is a risk too, and so ‘you need some
force to keep children in line’.  Sometimes
adults underestimate children and don’t give
them trust – but children have to earn and
learn trust.  They do need adults to help them
to do that and to give them opportunities to be
trusted.  Adults should try trusting children to
get the facts about how far they can be
trusted.
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Staff needed to be taught to be good at coping
with problems – generally to have specialised
training in handling, limiting and managing
crises and aggression.  In many settings with
young people, they needed to be taught how to
talk a situation down without the need for
physical intervention.  Part of knowing how to
deal with problems in any group of children
needs basic counselling training.  Staff who
have this should then be able to help a child
who comes to them with a problem rather than
just referring the child on.  It is important to
help a child who has chosen you to trust to
help them with a problem.

Another issue for training adults who are to
look after children is to find out and accept
how those children themselves feel, and not
pretend to know that already. ‘Staff shouldn’t

say they know how you feel, as nobody feels
the same – even though you may be going
through the same thing, everybody feels
differently.’

The need to develop listening
skills
Almost every group we talked to about
safeguarding said it was vital that staff learn to
listen to children.  This means asking and
listening to whether children feel safe – ‘it is
important for people to ask how safe you are’.
This needs taking time to discuss – ‘just
saying “how are you?” isn’t enough checking
up.’ It also means listening to all young people
about things like abuse – listening to older

What Staff should be
Trained in

We asked children and young people in homes, schools and colleges how they
thought their staff should be trained to  protect children properly.

A lot of those we asked wanted staff to understand the job of looking after
children really thoroughly, and realistically.  They should be taught ‘what
looking after really means’.  This includes having lots of key skills, having the
right attitudes to children and young people, being good at communicating with
young people of different ages, and accepting things like not having the right to
shout at children if you feel like it.  It also means treating each child as an
individual, not as one of hundreds.  This is a common view children and young
people have given us in many of our different consultations on different
subjects over the past two years.
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teenagers as well as younger children, and not
thinking that the innocent victims of sexual
abuse are always the little girls and boys.  That
means in turn accepting that for an older
teenager ‘its hard to talk to a random person’
about something as embarrassing as abuse –
or the fear of it.  You mustn’t dismiss their
concerns as ‘just being a depressed teenager’.
It is also important to accept that teenage
boys can be victims of females too.

In listening to children, a balance, as
always, is important.  Staff should be
taught how to listen about serious things
like abuse and bullying, but not to demand
that children and young people tell them
every private thing.

Their training should help staff to be careful not
to listen differentially to young people.  You
need to hear what everyone wants to say, and
to learn to ‘listen to the less usual speakers’.
Adults tend to be good at listening to stronger
and more open speakers, and to use them as
spokespersons for groups of other children and
young people, but not be very good at finding
out the views of quiet young people.  Equally,
staff need to know how to hear the messages
young people might sometimes be giving too
strongly for their own liking, and how not to
beat down or ignore a young person speaking
their mind strongly.  Someone may be
aggressive because they are upset, and it
takes skill to look beyond the aggression and
not just to dismiss the situation.

Staff need to be taught how to get it right and
talk it over with the victim when dealing with
bullying or harassment.  You need to know
how to assess what is going on and to do what
is appropriate.  Too often, just giving the
standard response of giving the aggressor a

talking to, or threatening them with
disciplinary action, makes the bully more
careful not to be caught again, while they take
reprisals against the victim who has told.  If
children think this is how staff will react, they
will be put off telling staff about bullying, even
when asked.

Confidentiality
One group stressed how important it is when
asking children and young people things that
adults always explain whether or not they
are going to tell other people what was said,
and whether they have to pass on to someone
else anything said about a child being at risk
of harm. (This was triggered by this group
praising us for saying just these things at the
start of our discussion, as we always do!).

Staff need to know how not to share
everything with other staff.  It is important that
staff are taught not to expose their personal
views of a young person to everyone else,
therefore affecting how other people see that
person.  It is also important when supervising
young people to be clearer sometimes about
who the young person is answerable to for
something.  Sometimes children and young
people feel they are ‘answerable to everyone’
on the staff, which is difficult when different
staff members expect different things or take
a different view on something.  Sometimes you
need just one person to answer to.

Social services staff who visit people at home
to check children are safe need to be taught
how to be good at checking that things
weren’t being covered up – you could cover
up abuse when there were visits, in ways that
made children feel unable to tell the visitor.
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Healthcare
Staff should not stick to their favourite
remedies regardless of what  the problem is.
One group said you usually got offered
paracetamol whatever was wrong with you,
and one commented that a favourite remedy of
milk of magnesia was popular for most things
where he lived, but wouldn’t be much use for a
broken toe.  However, as in many things, you
could go too far the other way.  One group was
concerned that their staff were too keen to do
complicated assessments, which then had to
be written out in full.  This made it such a big
event to ask for a plaster, which ended up with
a full complicated assessment, that you just
didn’t bother to ask for one for a cut or graze.

Staff also need to be properly trained in first
aid and dealing with minor illnesses.  They
need up to date ‘proper competent first aid
training’, and then to make proper
assessments children can believe in.  I was
told of children having little faith in staff who
dismiss most minor injuries and illnesses with
comments like ‘don’t die on me’, ‘don’t worry,
you’ll get over it’, ‘just leave it, it’ll be fine’, or
‘don’t leave a mess on the floor’.  They also
wanted staff to make the right decisions about
what is wrong, even if it is minor – not to make
standard responses like ‘just have some
Calpol’, or ‘go and sit down’, when you were 

worried about your injury or what might be
wrong with you.  

Staff need enough training in health issues to
know when something needs to be referred to
an expert.  Staff needed to be
able to tell whether or not a
child is feigning an illness.  
I was told of an experience
where a staff member had got
this dramatically wrong in
deciding a particular child
was feigning something very
serious, that it turned out he
did have.  The children did not
expect staff to know these
things without training, or
never to make mistakes, but thought that staff
trusted to make health care decisions for
children should be trained in how to make
them, and that it was dangerous for children if
they weren’t.

Other staff should also know when to make
allowances for pupils who are ill when the
illness is genuine but not serious – over being
required to take part in sports, or on
timescales for catching up or completing
pieces of school or college work.

‘Proper
competent first
aid training’
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Some groups suggested that first aid
qualifications should be open to all children
too, as you couldn’t have too much skill and
knowledge about first aid, in any age group.

Physical contact
There are many rules for looking after and
listening to young people properly, and staff
needed help in knowing and using these rules
for themselves.  Staff needed, for example, to
know the rules about staff touching children
or being alone with them.  Those we consulted
soon realised in some of our groups that
different schools and homes had very different
rules about these things.

Where staff might have to use physical restraint
with young people, it is essential, said most of
our groups with people who had experienced
restraint (as many had), that staff know how to
restrain properly and without pain.

Wider issues
It is also important that staff are taught to take
things in a child’s wider life into account, as
well as what is happening in the home, school
or college.  There is a tendency, in a school for
example, that ‘sometimes they think school’s
everything’.

Part of training for staff should always be how
to be sensitive and knowledgeable about
children’s different cultures and religions.
This includes understanding different
behaviour and customs, and what impact your
own behaviour as an adult can have.

Staff should also be taught the different legal
rights children have at different ages – like
when it is legal to buy cigarettes or alcohol.
They should also know the latest law on
classification of drugs and drug offences –
many young people we saw said they were
confused by recent changes in the drugs law
and what police would and would not now
prosecute you for.

Finally, some of the college students in our
groups had themselves experienced some
training in working with younger children, as
part of courses such as sports coaching and
outdoor pursuits.  They had been trained on
the importance of working in pairs and
avoiding 1 to 1 times with individual children –
but had also found that a lot of training was
worryingly about protecting yourself rather
than the children you were looking after.  One
group summarised much of their training in
working with children with challenging
behaviour as how to take a beating, without
retaliating or restraining a child, so that you
did not get sued.
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Ideas on How to Make Children
and Young People Safer
So far, our consultations have identified many
risks for children and young people.  Those we
consulted were not at all depressed by all this,
but had plenty of good ideas on how to make
life safer for children and young people
generally, and safer for those living in foster
care, being adopted, or living in homes,

boarding schools, residential special schools or
FE colleges.  Most thought their staff or carers
were doing their best to keep them safe.
Below is a list of proposals made, either by a
number of different groups we met, or in any
one group and supported by the whole group.

Precautions
• Provide mentors specially to help with

worries about bullying

• Let children report bullying confidentially

• A real choice of people to go to with worries
and problems – including people inside and
outside your home, school, college or
fostering or adoption service

• In boarding schools, treat boarders’ concerns
with more priority than day pupils’ concerns
– they don’t have their parents to help at the
end of the day 

• Much more teaching about safety, times and
places of risk, and how to keep yourself safe

• Use mutual trust to keep people safe in
residential settings – trust people once they
are properly checked and trained

• Ask teachers to demonstrate a couple of
lessons before being offered a job (‘an
interview is just theory’) – with feedback
from pupils, and enabling the candidate to
decide whether they want the job after all

• Colleges to synchronise lecture times to fit
when students can get there and back by
public transport

• More talking between different professionals
– ‘closer bonds between schools, parents,
carers and homes’

• More nurses and better first aid in schools –
more qualified first aiders, available where
and when the risks are (eg during sports)

• Provide a healthier but attractive diet

• Have more school counsellors, for pupils to
make their own appointments to see without
going through someone else

• Mix age ranges in boarding houses in schools

• Give carefully selected older pupils in
boarding schools clear responsibilities and
training for care of younger ones – a more
care style prefect system

• Give ‘anti-pressure breaks’ between school,
supper, homework, and bed

• Provide personal individual advice on health
and personal safety in schools

• Don’t mix building work and use by children

Things staff can do...
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Protection
• Actually practise your counter-bullying policy

• Be clear about not letting younger children
out alone 

• Be clear about staying in groups in town

• More checking at school of exactly how
children got any bruises 

• In schools, select senior pupils to have a
duty of pastoral care – but they need to be
scared of serious action if they ever turn out
to be bullies themselves

• Make sure police checks are done properly
on everyone working with children

• Be clear about the rules on whether staff can
touch children or be alone with them

• Keep fairness and equality between children
and adults

• Have both female and male staff working
together and checking on each other

• Have more staff around at risky times and in
risky places

• Be clear how you go about countering drug
abuse

• Be consistent between staff on issues like
smoking – don’t end up with some staff
going out looking for smoking trouble, while
others don’t mind unless you do it in front of
them

In emergencies
• Let all children (including those in boarding

schools and foster care) carry a mobile
phone for emergency use

• Make sure every child is able to make a
private call to their parent or someone else
they trust when there is a crisis or worry

• Sort it straight away if something harming
children is reported – ‘don’t just say “yeah” –
actually do something’

• Don’t just dismiss the concerned child as just
having their own problems

• Mean it when you tell children they can
always come to you with a problem –
especially if you’re a senior person

• Better staff knowledge about health and
injuries to assess better what may be
serious and what is not 

• Inform the police of very serious issues

• Intervene quickly in fights

• Have a special staff person to keep discipline
if needed (scary but effective)

• Consider expulsion for persistent bullies at
school



Things Social Services and Commissions can do ...

Precaution
• Your social worker listening to what you say

• Set up more independent visitor schemes –
provided children can choose their visitor

• Inspectors to ask children more

• Extra contact with your social worker

• More meetings to ask children’s views, like
the ones in this consultation

• Placing officers from social services to keep
in touch with children after they’ve been
placed and after they’ve been adopted too, to
check they’re still safe 

In emergencies
• Every social worker to carry an emergency

mobile phone for children to contact

• A 24 hour emergency number for children to
contact their social services department
when they need them

• If you find that one child somewhere has
been abused, raise the alarm for all the other
children there too

• Have places to support children and young
people as soon as they are known to have
been abused

• Move someone in from outside to monitor
what is happening and do something about it
where there is a major problem of bullying in
an establishment

Protection
• Social services to do more regular home

monitoring visits to young children living at
home

• Inspect children’s homes more often

• ‘Inspectors to check if children are OK, if
being abused, or if being accused of it’

• Make more inspections surprise ones

• More social services spot checks

‘In the end,
it’s your word
against the
abuser’
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Protection
• Never carry an offensive weapon yourself

(though some thought it a good idea to ‘give
kids weapons to protect themselves’ and
another thought a baseball bat might be a
good protection at times!)

• Have bigger people to look after you

• Having someone to go to with a problem who
is a younger adult, or who has been through
similar experiences to yourself (in boarding
schools, this might be a gap student)

• Having someone coming into a secure unit
from outside, because its hard to raise very 
personal issues with staff you are locked up
with all the time

• Be able to share with someone you trust if
you feel uncomfortable around a particular
adult – they may not really be a threat to
you, but you need to be able to do something
with such fears and feelings

• Being told who in your establishment is the
person responsible for dealing with abuse (not
many in our groups knew who was in theirs)

In emergencies
• In a school or college, sometimes you have

to lock yourself in your bedroom to keep safe
from bullying

Things to help children to keep themselves safe ...

Precautions
• More open adverts about the risks to

children and young people

• Teach awareness of risks from an early age

• ‘If you scare children, you make them more
aware’

• Help us learn to work out for ourselves who
we can trust and who we can’t

• Take a torch with you when you go out after
dark

• Carry emergency money with you

• Make sure your mobile phone or phonecard
has credit on it in case you need to make an
emergency call

• Know when you are about to take a risk you
can’t cope with – and don’t take it

• Don’t accept drugs

• Don’t smoke

• Wear safety belts in vehicles and safety
helmets on bikes

• Being able to go to any member of staff or
other adult you trust with a problem

• Don’t miss out on meals

• Keep yourself fit – eat healthily and do more
exercise

• Take a dog out with you

• Discussions between children in the same
situation

• Make more health and safety leaflets available

• Take part in exercise at school (perhaps
make exercise compulsory – but with a good
choice of different sorts of exercise)

• BE AWARE – BE CAREFUL



Around the community ...

Precautions
• Parents need to be made more aware of all

sorts of risks to their children

• Better outdoor lighting on school and college
sites

• Better street lighting – including in country
places and in alleyways people still have to
use in the dark

• More action to slow traffic down, against rat
runs in towns, with more signs and traffic
cameras – traffic won’t slow down unless it’s
made to

• Detailed attention to road safety – eg
pavement surfaces

• More pedestrian controlled traffic lights to
cross the road

• Ask children where the traffic risks are
greatest for pedestrians – such as where
children and fast traffic mix, there are blind
corners, and recent near misses

• Pedestrian crossings where most people
need to cross, and where best for
pedestrians even if not good for cars

• Reduce travel costs for students so they are
less likely to be walking on their own

• More public transport that fits the times
students and other young people need to get
about

Protection
• More security around places young people go

to – like cinemas and clubs

• More and more obvious police, with powers
and willingness to do something to protect
young people

• Armed police where necessary

• Parents being with their children more

In emergencies
• Safe places to go to report concerns, without

having to phone helplines

‘If you scare
children, you
make them
more aware’
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Precautions
• Far more internet safety

• Provide free helmet and elbow pads with
every new bike 

Protection
• Close down chatrooms – but not email

messaging

• More, and more obvious, CCTV cameras in
places like shopping centres and trains

• CCTV cameras that work and have clearer
images

Making buildings safer ... Safer technology ...

Precautions
• Warnings of minor hazards around buildings

– like sharp edges, or shelves you can knock
yourself on

Protection
• Security guards on more residential sites

• More CCTV cameras in schools and colleges

• More regular checks for dangerous and
broken things around homes, schools and
colleges

• Locks on rooms for safety and privacy

• Code pad security doors where the codes
aren’t given out as widely as they usually are

• More bars and locks on windows where there
is a risk of people falling out

• Better fences around premises where
children are



As Children’s Rights Director for England, I am
personally required by law to ask children for
their views about particular services provided
to them, and to report their views to the
Commission for Social Care Inspection, which
then publishes my reports of children’s views
and sends them on to the government to be
taken into account in making the relevant
policies.

Under the Children’s Rights Director
Regulations 2004, the children and young
people I consult for their views are people aged
under 18 whose services are inspected by the
Commission for Social Care Inspection
throughout England.  I therefore consult
children and young people living away from
home in care settings such as children’s
homes, family centres and foster care,
children going through the process of
adoption, those living away from home in
residential education settings such as
boarding schools, residential special schools
and further education colleges, and those
receiving services from local authority social
services.

With my team in the Office of the Children’s
Rights Director (which is based in the
Commission for Social Care Inspection) I ask
children and young people for their views on a
range of issues about the services they
receive, in a number of different ways.  These
include workshops held in fun locations
around the country, young people’s
conferences, surveys, visits to homes, care
services, schools and colleges where children

and young people live away from home, and
responses received through our children and
young people’s website
(www.rights4me.org.uk).

All our consultations follow two important
principles.  The first is that we decide which
homes, services, schools and colleges to visit,
which to invite children from to our workshops
and conferences, and which to include in our
surveys, completely at random.  By doing this,
we can over time build up a picture of views
that is representative of those in the settings
we work with – it means that we ask both
people who are happy, and people who are not
happy, with their services, and that children
and young people in all our settings have an
equal chance of their setting being included in
one of our consultations.  We avoid only asking
the views of people who are already involved
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in special consultation groups.  We do not have
our own ‘standing group’ of children, so we
avoid keeping asking the same people for their
views all the time.  We also ask children their
views without their staff, carers or advocates
present, so that we hear children’s own views
directly.

The second principle is that I report the views
given to me by children and young people, as
fairly as I can – not my own views, and
whether or not I personally agree or disagree
with what the young people say.  The views
reported are either common themes across
different groups of children and young people,
or ideas or views put forward by young people
in a particular group which then received full
support from that group.  Quotations from
young people are given where they sum up a
common theme, or a group- supported view.
My own comments categorise and summarise,
but do not amend or add to what the children
and young people said.  

In consultation groups, we always try to ask
children and young people to tell us their views
by asking open-ended questions (like ‘What do
you think are the main risks to children and
young people?’), and inviting ‘storming’ of
ideas, without suggesting our own views on
the subject.

All consultation reports are published by the
Commission for Social Care Inspection for use
by social services, other inspectorates,
children’s homes, fostering services, schools
and colleges, and are sent to the government’s
Minister for Children and Families and Minister
for Community Care.  A young people’s version
is being produced, and a summary of top
messages from children and young people in
each report is also put on our
www.rights4me.org.uk website.

Dr Roger Morgan OBE
Children’s Rights Director for England

Office of the Children’s Rights Director
Commission for Social Care Inspection
St Nicholas House
St Nicholas Street
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 1NB

Children’s Website www.rights4me.org.uk

July 2004 





If you have any comments regarding this
report please send them to:

Dr Roger Morgan OBE
Children’s Rights Director for England

Office of the Children’s Rights Director
Commission for Social Care Inspection
St Nicholas House
St Nicholas Street
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 1NB

We particularly welcome feedback from
children and young people.

Children’s Website www.rights4me.org.uk

July 2004 


